Risking Sport Death on the road to Mandalay

T he Mandalay Restaurant, 143 First St., Cambridge — Across from Levermore, Features Southeast Asian Cuisine. Price: $10 - $20/person.

The culinary joy of living in a fairly large city is the ability to dare. Burnese food! We didn't know anything about Burnese food, except that it's where Bridge on the River Kwai is set — but we entered the restaurant hoping to find out about Burnese national cuisine.

We quickly discovered that the Mandalay restaurant shares mainly as a basation of overpriced indelicacies. The family decor and the simply appointed washrooms behind the事件 and the event end would be forced to pay.

The food wasn't at all bad, but it was tainted by two things that we saw on the menu: the price, and the warning. The warning read as follows: “If you think our food tastes like soap, you are allergic to that which we sell.”

The True carnivores among us, appalled at the overwhelming amounts of vegetarian food tastes like soap! you are allergic to that which we sell. 

Our waiter carried our order for Beef with Fresh Coriander into the kitchen. We figured that it tasted like soap — we wouldn't eat it. It tasted only slightly like soap; several of us in fact initially thought it was rather good. But there is a moral to attempting to “Sport. Death” in restaurants. The next day we were ill. "But it didn't taste like soap!" was our belated wail.

There was a difference of opinion over the appetizer: some of us thought that the far moo Sar was one of the best tasting, and most cost efficient of the dishes since none of us could decide to dine here, stick to the seafood. The cooks seemed uncom.- fortable with land animals. Those of us who enjoyed getting away from yet another in an endless series of Chinese diners — recommended sticking with the three-starred dishes; this is not a restaurant for those with delicate taste buds, as the sea- soning does not vary from bland.

The final “trout” of this meal was the check. We decided to pay with plastic, since none of us had sufficient green material to cover this outrageous expense. They took our plastic immediately, processed it, and left it sitting in a back room for twenty minutes.

They hadn't even supplied a magnifying glass with which to find the food.

New Class Schedule (February 1986)

NORTH SHORE ENGLISH

* To help the circulation,
* To strengthen the body,
* For self-defense,
* To bring about peace of mind and relaxation,
* To help the circulation,
* To balance the internal energy (chi) to help the practitioner attain longevity.

* Classes held at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Mondays 113, Thursdays T-Club Lounge.

For more information about classes and classes at Kung Fu Center, call Dr. Lin-Lin at (617) 497-4545 or (Home) 354-3794.

The climax of the evening occurred at the very end, when Carlin called out his famous list of "impolite expressions." This list began years ago as the seven words no one could say on television, and has now grown to over 400 items. It was incredibly hilarious — sorry I can't give you any examples. As he left after this, completing a show of over one and a half hours, I re- called his favorite phrase for goodbye — "May the forces of good come between your house and live on your couch for two years. He also spoke very strongly on the subject of battered plants, expanding the psychological trauma caused by hang- ing plants and putting them in bathrooms.

THE AMERICAN JIANN SHYONG
KUNG FU CENTER
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